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Punishment

mechanism to enforce and maintain cooperation
widely spread across human societies and animal kingdom2

2Clutton-Brock and Parker, Nature 1995



Public Goods Games (PGGs)

”others only-” public goods game (mutual aid game)
participants can either contribute or not contribute (defect) to a
public good
the contributions of participants are multiplied by r > 1 and divided
among all other players
unlike the original PGG, the others-only-PGG is a social dilemma
also if the number of players is < r
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Peer Punishment

Peer Punishment
punishers impose fine on defectors, at a cost to themselves
is well studied, can increase levels of cooperation1

problem: second order free-riders - why punish if punishing is costly?

Notions
Participants who do contribute are contributors, or cooperators.
Participants who do not contribute are defectors, or (first-order)
free-riders.
Participants who contribute but do not punish are second-order
free-riders

1e.g. Fehr and Gächter, AER 2000
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Pool Punishment (”police”)

Pool Punishment
sanctioning institution (”police”) punishes defectors
has to be payed before the PGG
entails costs even in absence of defectors



Second-order Punishment

To overcome the 2nd-order free-rider problem, 2nd-order peer
punishment could be considered, but it does not help1, which has also
been confirmed empirically2.

Second-order Pool Punishment
sanctioning institution punishes both defectors and
2nd-order-free-riders
has to be payed before the PGG
entails costs even in absence of defectors

1Sigmund et al., Nature 2010
2Traulsen et al., Proc.B. 2012



Model

Our experiment follows closely a preceding evolutionary model1. The
model find the following main results

pool punishment cannot evolve in the 1st order version (a)
once 2nd order pool punishment is established, it outperforms peer
punishment. (b)

1Sigmund et al., Nature 2010



Experimental Design

12-14 players per group
anonymous, no communication
duration: 50 rounds
each round, players could choose
between PGGs with different forms of punishment



Decision tree for each round



Experimental Design

12-14 players per group
anonymous, no communication
duration: 50 rounds
each round, players could chose
between PGGs with different forms
of punishment
after each round, they were given information on their own and
other group members’ payoffs
9 groups for each treatment of the following two treatments (238
students tested)
treatment I: pool punishment is first-order
treatment II: pool punishment is second-order



Results: Game Choice

pool punishment is not equally likely to be chosen in the two treatments
(p <0.05, n = 9, two-sided binomial sample test)



Results: Contributions

avg. contribution rate was significantly higher in the 2nd order treat-
ment (88.2% vs. 48.9%, Mann-Whitney U-test, n = 9, p < 0.05)



Conclusion

humans only prefer pool punishment (”police”) if it also punishes
non-supporters
once pool punishment is established, it can maintain very high levels
of cooperation
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Experimental Design (details)



Experimental Design: PGG

Public goods game:
At the beginning of each round, all players are given 3 monetary
units (MU)
Each player can decide whether to contribute 1 MU to the public
good or to keep it
Then, each contribution is multiplied by 3 and distributed among all
other players

Players who decide not to participate in a PGG or if they are the only
person in one type of PGG, they receive a fixed Payoff of 3.5 MU.



Experimental Design: Peer Punishment

Peer Punishment
after the public goods game is played, the number of contributors
and defectors is displayed to all players
contributors can then choose to pay 0.5 MU extra for each defector
all defectors will pay 1 MU punishment for each punisher



Experimental Design: Pool Punishment

1st Order Pool Punishment
contributors can pay an extra 0.5 MU to establish a punishment
pool in advance (before PGG is played)
the punishment pool will then punish all defectors by 1 MU per
punisher

2nd Order Pool Punishment
contributors can pay an extra 0.5 MU to establish a punishment
pool in advance
the punishment pool will then punish all players who did not pay for
the punishment pool (defectors and second-order free-riders)
thus, all players who did not pay for the punishment pool will pay 1
MU punishment for each punisher



Experimental Design

The tree is the same for both treatments, but pool punishment is either
first-order (treatment I) or second-order (treatment II).


